OER in COERLL
www.coerll.utexas.edu/coerll/materials
What is an “Open Educational Resource” (OER)?

Educational material offered freely for anyone to use, involving a combination of the following permissions through an open license.
Warm-Up Task

1. Go to:
https://search.creativecommons.org/

2. Type a search term
   (in any language)

3. Find a piece of media
   (image, audio, video)

4. What license does it have?

5. Answer in group chat:
   • What media did you find?
   • What license does it have?
An example we found...

Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ferranmendizabalvilarribi/3859057823/

Please note that this image is released under a stricter license (CC BY-NC-SA) than the overall slide deck.
Another example we found...

Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Stvolov%C3%A1,_Sk%C5%99ib,_restaurace_Stvolovsk%C3%A1_rychta_(8986).jpg

Please note that this image is released under a stricter license (CC BY-SA) than the overall slide deck.
Warm-Up Task

1. Go to: https://search.creativecommons.org/

2. Type a search term (in any language)

3. Find a piece of media (image, audio, video)

4. What license does it have?

5. Answer in group chat:
   - What media did you find?
   - What license does it have?
Group Work (15 minutes)

Break into groups

Introduce yourself to the group
(Turn your mic on or type in the chat)

Assign a spokesperson

Complete a task together
(Use the references listed to help find the answers)
All task references can be found in the

Group 1: Searching for OER

Task
- Test out one OER repository and make a list of what you like and dislike.

References
- Getting Started
- Finding OER for Language Courses
Group 2: Licensing and Attribution

Task

- List some benefits of Creative Commons licenses.
- Explain the rights attached to the CC BY license.

References

Group 3: Remixing and Revising OER

Task

- List ideas for adapting this lesson for different contexts: http://bit.ly/OEWkRemix
- If possible, make comments about what you would change in the Google Doc

References

- Incorporating Copyright content into your course legally http://bit.ly/incorporating-copyright-content-legally
Group 4: Creating OER

Task

- List some first steps to take when planning an OER project (there is not one right answer for this).

References

- Tools for Authoring Open Materials
- Pedagogy
- Accessibility
Group 5: Publishing and Sharing OER

References

- Do It Yourself Book Publishing
- Sharing Your Materials
- Joining an OER Community

Task

- Research one community (listed in the references below).
- Find out what the community is, how to join it, and what sorts of people are members.
All task references can be found in the

Report back:
What did you learn from performing your assigned task?
(15 minutes)
What next?

- Share an idea with a colleague
- Join a community
- Try putting a CC license on something you create
- Search repositories for content for your class
- Have your students create their own learning materials
Attend a summer workshops
http://www.coerll.utexas.edu/coerll/events

Sign up for news
https://goo.gl/5zPVze

Earn a badge on the Language OER Network
http://community.coerll.utexas.edu/

Use our OER Course
https://utexas.instructure.com/courses/1097558
Discussion

Q&A

(Type your questions in the chat window to the left)
Get an OER badge

http://community.coerll.utexas.edu/
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